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" p L CASTILLO," or the mins of the old

Jj fort of San Juan, is the first place, in the

actual occupation of Nicaragua, which the trav

eler encounters on the river San Juan. Here,

for the first time, he is saluted by the nautical

flag of blue white and blue, with a central ovnl

inclosing a triangle and three volcanoes—the lat

ter eminently typical, as H • suggested, of

the political state of the country. Here, too, he

will have his gravity put to the test by a squad

of hopeless tatterdemalions, armed with little

muskets, who figure in the bulletins of the conn-try as "valientes," and who are supposed to be

the garrison of "El Castillo." I say supposed

to be, since if they do not occupy the old fort

they certainly do occupy a couple of modern

shanties on the hill, close beneath its walls.

And, moreover, a sentinel paces in front of the

gateway of the works, on which there is not a

single gun, and which can be entered only by a

rickety bridge of rotten poles laid across the

fosse. His responsibility, therefore, is heavy,

especially when any one is looking on, at which

times his musket is carried with a stiff affecta-

SQUIKr-

tion of the military air quite irresistible. Bnt

while the degenerate and amalgamated sons of

the Conquistadors excite only mingled pity and

contempt, the traveler can not resist a feeling

of admiration for those iron adventurers who

raised here, in the midst of a vast tropical wil

derness, before the Puritan landed at Plymouth,

or New York was founded, those massive forti

fications which, even in their ruins, seem to bid

defiance to the destroyer, Time !

The hill occupied by the fort is steep, and

stands in an angle of the river, which, at its feet,

is interrupted by difficult rapids. It thus com

mands the stream, both up and down, for a long

distance. The view from its summit is exceed

ingly fine, taking in miles on miles of emerald

forest, relieved by broad, silvery reaches of wa

ter. Bat excepting the small village which the

Transit Company has brought into existence at

the base of the bill, there is not a sign of civil

ization—not a single white cottage, not a sin

gle green field, but only the silent, interminable

wilderness.

We reached the Castillo at night, after a
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passage of four days from San Juan del Norte,

and were received with great cordiality by Mr.

Ruggles, tlie agent of the Transit Company at

that point. He gave us beds in his establish

ment, in which wo extended our limbs in happy

consciousness that there was " scope and verge

enough." H nevertheless protested that his

ex]>erience in bestowing himself on a box throe

feet by two for the previous four days, had given

him an almost irresistible tendency to shut him

self up like n clasp-knife. And Captain M ,

not to be behindhand, formally complained of the

unsubstantial nature of his pillow, as compared

with the pickle-jar and pair of boots which had

done service in that capacity on board of our

boat.

Rain fell during the night ; but, as usual, the

morning was clear, and we rose early to aid in

tracking our boat past the " Raudal del Cas

tillo." These rapids almost deserve the name

of falls, and are only ascended with great dif

ficulty. The steamers of the Transit Company

do not attempt to pass them, but land their pas

sengers below, who pass on foot and re-embark

in other vessels a few hundred yards higher up.

A rude wooden railway is built from the lower

to the upper landing, for carrying baggage and

freight. A short time previous to our visit, one

of the steamers plying above the rapids was car

ried over the fall, and a considerable number of

passengers drowned. The affair was assiduously

hushed up, lest its publicity should injure the

credit of the route.

At the period of my first visit, a single hut,

built on the " platforma," or ancient water-bat

tery of the fortress, in which were stationed a

few soldiers to aid the boatmen in effecting the

ascent of the rapids, was the only evidence of

human occupation. A year later, when I passed

down the river, homeward bound, even that

solitary hut had been deserted; its roof had

fallen in, it was surrounded by rank weeds, and

a lean wolf darted from its open doorway when

I approached. Less than three years had

elapsed, and now a brisk

village of several hundred

inhabitants had sprung up

at the base of the old for

tress ; a row of neat cot

tages, and several large,

barn-like structures, face

tiously labeled "Hotels,"

occupied the site of the

solitary hut, and 1'ned the

previously deserted and

desolate shore.

We breakfasted togeth

er at the "Crescent Ho

tel," where we had ham

and eggs at California

prices, or rather more than

twenty times their value,

and at nine o'clock were

again cramped together in

our boat, aud on our way

up the river. About noon

we reached the last rapids which are encount

ered in ascending, called the " Rapides delToro."

The river here spreads itself out over a broad

ledge of rocks, among the detached masses of

which the water whirls and eddies in deep, dark

pools, rendering navigation both difficult and

dangerous. During the dry season, these rapids

arc impassable for the river steamers, and pas

sengers are obliged to make a third portage on

foot. We left our men to force the boat up

against the strong current, and entered the nar

row path which leads through the woods pasi

the rapids. About midway, already surrounded

by dank vegetation, we found the ruins of a

small thatched hut, and evidences that its for

mer occupant had there undertaken to effect a

clearing. A few paces distant from it, two

rough crosses, rotting above an oblong hollow in

the ground, in which the water of the rains was

guttered, green and festering, told too plainly

the fate of those who had built it. A few months

more, and nothing would remain to attest that

they had lived ; but perhaps even those lone

slumbercrs have left behind them, on the banks

of the bright Hudson or of the turbid Missis

sippi, hearts that bleed and eyes that weep bit

ter tears when affection recalls the memory of

the loved and lost. Our gay and almost reck

less party lifted their hats reverently as they

passcd in silence the sunken graves in the forest.

Above the " Rapides del Toro," the river, al

though still having a strong current, is broad

and deep, and almost deserves the name of an

estuary of Lake Nicaragua. The banks also

begin to subside, and the trunks of fallen trees,

still clinging by their roots to the shore, line the

edge of the stream. Above them trail long,

cable-like lianes, or vines, pendant from the

loftiest branches of the trees, and often support

ing, in their turn, clusters of parasitic plants

blushing with gay flowers. As the traveler ad

vances, he observes that the banks become still

lower, and that the forest trees, diminishing in

size, are interspersed with feathery palms, which
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gradually usurp the shores with thou- graceful

plumes, to the exclusion of other vegetable

forms. They constitute a dense covering to the

earth, from which they exclude every ray of

;he sun, and it lies sodden and lifeless beneath

I heir shade. The streams which wind beneath

them are dark and sluggish—fit haunts for alli

gators and unclean monsters such as made hor

rible the Saurian period, with those huge, mis

shapen forms which the geologists have pictured

to us from casts in rocky strata, within whose

stony leaves we can never be too thankful to

Heaven that they are securely packed away!

The names of these streams correctly indicate

the character of the surrounding country. There

is the "Rio Palo del Arco," arched with trees,

"Poco Sol," Little Sun, and "Rio Mosquito,"

suggestive of sleepless nights and objurgations

bordering on the blasphemous.

The second morning from El Castillo brought

us within sight of the drooping flag-staff and

thatched huts of Fort San Carlos, which is situ

ated on the left bank of the river, at the point

where it debouches from the lake. The old

fortress is overgrown with a heavy forest, which

entirely conceals it from view. It occupies a

commanding position, on a bluff ]>oint or head

land, that seems to have been planted there to

mark the precise spot where the lake termin

ates and the river begins. Under the crown, it

was carefully kept in repair and strongly gar

risoned. But its draw-bridge is now broken

down, large trees are growing in its ditch, vines

clamber over its walls, cluster around dismount

ed guns, and twine their delicate tendrils through

the iron gratings of its deserted cells.

An old friend of mine, Don Patricio Rivas,

was " Commaudante" at San Carlos, in place of

the fat and funny colonel who had done me the

honor of parading his scanty garrison in glorifi

cation of my previous visit. Don Patricio in

vited us to the matutinal cup of coffee, and

pressed us to remain to breakfast, but we were

eager to proceed, and inconsiderately declined.

Forgetting my former cx)>eriences in the coun

try, I really deluded myself that we might get

off in the course of three or four hours, since we

had nothing in the world to do but to put up

a temporary mast. Rut no Nicaraguan boat's

crew was ever known to get away from San

Carlos under a day, for each one has there some

coffee-colored inamorata, to whom he invaria

bly brings some article of tribute from the port.

We had left the boat w ith strict injunctions to

the men to get it ready for our immediate de

parture, which they unhesitatingly promised to

do. But when we returned, not only had no

thing been done to that purpose, but the men

themselves were hopelessly scattered through

out the village. We waited for them to return,

but in vain, and finally started out, in evil tem

per, determined to attach their black bodies

wherever they were to be found. We suc

ceeded in discovering the jutlron and one of

the men, and took them to the boat, whence

they soon effected an escape, under the plea of

looking up their companions! But hours pass

ed, and the sun grew high and hot ; we saw the

Commandantc's breakfast go smoking and sa

vory from his kitchen to his house, and after

ward, with melancholy interest, witnessed the

empty plates carried from the house to the

kitchen ; and yet the olKlurate boatmen came

not. The sun ascended higher, and the wind,

which had blown fairly on our course, died

away. It was high noon, and still we wait-
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ed on the shore. I could endure it no longer,

and entered a formal complaint to Don Pa

tricio, who had already retired to his ham

mock to enjoy his siesta. He shrugged his

shoulders, and said it had always been so with

the sailors, but nevertheless sent the sergeant

of the guard to hunt up the stragglers.

Meantime I had purchased a mast for our

boat at ten times its value, and we had fitted it

in its place, to obviate any delay which it might

otherwise occasion. And then we waited again !

Finally, at about three o'clock in the afternoon,

after a corrosion of temper which the reader

can poorly comprehend, our men were got to

gether. But instead of taking their places, they

sat apart, under the shade of a tree, and held a

long consultation. The result of their deliber

ations was, that they had heard the government

was enlisting (i. e. impressing) troops in Grana

da, and that, therefore, they could not possibly

go on. It was clear that they imagined we could

not proceed without them, and had resorted to

this pretense to extract additional pay. They

had seen just enough of Americans to compre

hend their impatience of delay, and to endeavor

to practice upon it in our case. But we were

not in a temper to be trifled with, and resolved

that, as the wind was fair, we could manage the

boat ourselves. So we bundled out a few ar

ticles which they possessed, and consigning

them with unctuous vehemence to the Ucmonio,

as hombres sin verffuenza, " men without shame,"

hoisted sail and started, to their great astonish

ment.

As soon as our boat got out from under the

lee of the shore, she caught the strong breeze in jher sails, and darted away like a courser on her jtrack. Lieutenant J was elected commo

dore, nnn. ron., and the other members of the

party were assigned such stations as their skill orexperience warranted them in accepting. II

had drawn pictures of many elegant boats, and

ships, and steamers, and was able, in most cases,

to distinguish the bow from the stern, but his

knowledge of navigation was deplorably imper

fect. Nevertheless he was installed in the re

sponsible post of watching the stays, or, as he

expressed it, "engineering the ropes." The

doctor, better versed in nautical affairs, was

placed at the halyards ; while ponderous Cnp-tain M was commissioned to "trim ship."

by shifting his bulk from one side to the other,

as occasion required.

We went off bravely from Fort San Carlo*,

and fired our guns derisively in the faces of

our mutinous crew. Every moment the win.l

freshened, and our boat seemed to grow buoy

ant and instinct with life. But our mast was

frail, and bent under the strain. By-and-by

there was a suspicious crackling, as if it were

about to break, followed rapidly by the order,

"Let go the halyards!" H had already

forgotten the difference between stays and hal

yards, and in his eagerness to "engineer the

ropes," made a spasmodic pull at the fastening*,

letting down the sail "on the run." In an in

stant it was blown overboard, causing the boat

to broach to with a jerk which tumbled men,

oars, and boxes in a heap, and half filled the

boat with water. For a little while our condi

tion was perilous, but at the cost of a general

wetting, we finally got in our sail. As we were

now shut out of sight of the foit by a friendly

promontory, we considerately made a reef or

two in the canvas, and proceeded on our way

with more safety if less speed.

The afternoon was one of surpassing beauty,

and the surrounding scenery harmonized, in all

respects, with the skies which bent overhead—

here gorgeous with crimson and gold, and there,

melting away in delicate pearly hues, just

flecked with clouds so downy and light, that

they seemed to dissolve in air before the eyes

of the gazer. The shores of Italy, and the lakes

which are lapped among the snow-crowned Alps,

and which gleam at their feet, on the borders of

Lombardy, certainly combine almost every ele-TOK "< ©1 tMi.r.s ON TUB I 1K1.
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incut of the grand and beautiful. The azure

of their waters can not be surpassed, and the

rugged rocks that frown around them leave little

for the imagination to supply in forms of severi

ty and grandeur. But the lakes of Nicaragua

superadd new and striking features. Here rise

lofty volcanoes, the irregular cones emulating

the Pyramids in symmetry of outline. Around

their bases cluster dense forests of dark green,

as if carved in emerald. Above these, blended

with matchless delicacy, is the lighter green of

the mountain grasses, while the umber-colored

summits, where the arid scoria refuses to nour

ish life, are plumed with light wreaths of clouds

through which the sunlight struggles in a hun

dred opalescent hues. The islands, too, which

gem the waters, are luxuriant with tropical trees.

The palm lifts its kingly stem high above the

forests, and traces its airy form against the sky,

while broad-based plants and vines, in heavy

masses, drape over the rocks, or depend from

the trees above the water, which darkens, and

seems to slumber in their cool shadows. And

although there are here no castles perched on

high cliffs, or clinging to the faces of precipices,

nor yet the white walls of villas nestling on the

shore, yet the voyager discerns oceanward vis

tas, openings among the trees, terminating with

views of huts of picturesque and primitive forms,

set round with plantains and papayas, clustering

with their golden fruit. Canoes of graceful out

line are drawn up on the shaded shore, and

dark figures of men, of a strange and decadent

race, watch the stranger with curious interest,

as he glides noiselessly by. Such are some of

the varied elements of the grand, the beantiful,

and the picturesque, which give to the Nicar-

aguan lakes their indisputable pre-eminence

over those hallowed by recollections, and im

mortalized by songs, which claim the homage

of Nature's worshipers in the old world.

We sailed gayly past the clustering islets of

La Boqueta, and the little village of San Miguel-

ito, situated on the northern shore of the lake.

Herds of cattle lingered lazily on the beach in

front, and the village girls filled their water-jars

under the shadows of the trees, while bright-

winged macaws and noisy parrots glanced among

the branches, and made the shore vocal with

their querulous cries

It was long after dark when we doubled the

high point of block volcanic rocks which shuts

in the playa of " El Pedernal," and cast anchor

for the night under its lee. We had made, in

nautical phrase, a " splendid run," and had ac

complished nearly one-third of the entire dis

tance from the fort to Granada, the city of our

destination. We had now passed the region of

eternal rain. It was the dry season around the

lakes, and the stars shone down with a clear

and almost unnatural lustre from a serene and

cloudless sky. New constellations wheeled over

head, and the Southern Cross jeweled the bosom

of the night ; while the familiar Polar Star, re

volving low in the horizon, was hardly visible

above the tree-tops. The tiny waves toyed and

tinkled beneath the bow of our boat, while the

swell of the open lake heaved with a dull, mo

notonous sound, against the dark and rugged

rocks which protected our little harbor. I lay

for hours in a half-slumberous, dreamy state,

conscious only of those impressions which go

out from Nature herself, and mould and fashion

the whole flow of thought in sympathy with her

own harmonious beauty. But finally slumber

came, quiet and dreamless, and silence reigned

supreme until the gray dawn roused the wake

ful captain, whose shout of " Show a leg .'" start

led every recumbent form bolt upright, and

frightened sleep from every eyelid.

When the sun rose, lighting up the high vol

canic peaks of Ometepec and Madeira with its

rays, we were in mid-lake, steering boldly for

the blue cone of the volcano of Mombacho,

which towers over the city of Granada. The

sailors on the lake seldom venture across it in

their rude bongos, but coast along its northern

shore, sometimes stretching past the little hays,

butoftencr conforming to the curves of the land.

One reason for this caution is to be found in

the turbulence of the lake. Swept by the strong

northeast trade-winds, its waves emulate those

of the ocean, and roll in majestically on its

southern shores. During certain seasons of the

year, sudden thunder-gusts, which appear as if

by enchantment on the horizon, rush over its

surface with impetuous force, often whelming

the frail boats which they encounter in their

track beneath the seething waters. Fortunate

ly for us the weather was serene and the wind

fair, and we sped on our way with exhilarating

speed. By noon, the outlines of the high isl

and of Zapatcro became clearly defined, and the

clusters of islets, called "Los Corales," which

stud the lake at the base of the volcano of

Mombacho, began to rise, like points of eme

rald, above the waters. y

Zapatero, " The Shoemaker," had to me a

special interest. Three years before I had

spent a week in exploring the ancient ruins

which are crumbling beneath its gigantic for

ests—a week of surpassing interest and excite

ment ; for every hour brought with it some new

discovery, and every foot of ground bore some

quaint witness of a people that had passed away.

I felt half-inclined to turn the course of our

boat toward its shores, and to resume the in

vestigations which I had then been obliged to

suspend in deference to official duties. Zapa

tero anciently bore the name of Chomitl-Tena-

mitl; and its distant neighbor, with its two lofty

peaks, had the characteristic Mexican designa

tion of Ometepec, Two Mountains. With the

islands of Solenterami, and the narrow isthmus

which intervenes between the lake and the Pa

cific, they constituted the seat of a people speak

ing a common language, and having common

modes of life and forms of government and re

ligion, with those who dwelt on the plateau of

Mexico, and made up the empire of Montezu

ma. But whether a colony from the latter, or

their progenitors, who shall undertake, in the
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iiazc of conflicting traditions and the absence

of anthentic records, to decide?

By the middle of the afternoon we were skirt

ing the fairy-like group of "Los Corales." It

comprises, literally, hundreds of islets of vol

canic origin, elevated in the form of cones to

the height of from twenty to one hundred feet.

They are composed of immense rocks of lava,

Mock and blistered by the fire; but their sum

mits are covered with verdure, and long vines

hang trailing over their rugged sides to the very

edge of the water. Some of them, upon which

there is a sufficient accumulation of soil, arc

crowned with the picturesque thatched huts of

Indians, shadowed over by tall palms and sur

rounded with plantain-trees. But most are left

to the dominion of nature, and are the favorite

retreats of myriads of parrots and flocks of wa

ter-fowl.

Suddenly, doubling the islet of Cuba, the

outlier of Los Corales, the Playa of Granada,

opened before us. There stood the ancient fort

as of old, and the beach swarmed, as it had done

when I last saw it, with its varied groups of

boatmen, lavadoras, and loungers. There were

the same graceful canoes drawn up on the shore,

and the same cumbrous bomjos, wherein the com

merce of Granada had been carried on from the

time of the Conquest. But contrasting strange

ly with all, the only new or novel object in the

picture was one of the steamers of the Transit

Company, with its plume of escaping steam,

and its starry flag streaming in the wind—

portentous pioneer in that career of enterprise

which must soon give a new life, a new spirit,

and a new people to these glorious lands of the

sun

AVe ran our boat under the lee of the old fort

and leaped ashore, having made the voyage from

San Carlos—a distance of more than one hun

dred miles—in the unprccedentcdly short space

of eighteen hours' sailing time. I had hardly

landed before I was nearly caught from my feet

in the Herculean embrace of Antonio Paladan,

my ancient patron, who took this elephantine

way of evincing his joy at meeting me again.

He had been with me in my visit to Zapatero,

and had afterward taken me to San Juan, in

his pet bongo "La G'ranadina." Poor Antonio!

He was subsequently wantonly assassinated by

a brutal captain of one of the Transit steamers,

a Portuguese refugee, who only escaped punish

ment through the interference of an over-zealous

American embassador. I can have no selfish

motive in vindicating the memory of the poor

patron ; but it is only a just tribute to humble

merit to say, that there never was an honester

and truer heart than that which beat beneath

the swarthy breast of Antonio Paladan, the

murdered and already forgotten patron of Lake

Nicaragua.

Granada occupies the site of the aboriginal

town of Saltaba or Jaltava. Its position is ad

mirably chosen, on a little bay or playa which

bends its graceful crescent in the land, so as to

afford a comparative shelter from the northeast

winds. The beach is broad and sandy, fringed

with low but umbrageous trees, beneath which

a number of paths and broad cart-roads lead up

to the city, completely hidden from view by the

intervening verdure. All the water for the use

of the town is brought from the lake, and hither

the women come trooping, morning and even

ing, with their red water-jars poised upon their
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heads, in long and picturesque processions, chat

tering gayly, and with always an impudent smile

and quick repartee for the audacious stranger.

Here the lavadoras—which is smooth Spanish

for our rough English designation washerwomen

—toil early and late in their indispensable vo

cation ; and here, too, resort the bathers for

their daily purification—a process which is con

ducted in happy disregard of our severer con

ventionalism. And thus, with the swarthy

groups of half-naked boatmen, and the gayly-

caparisoned horses which their owners glory in,

spurring over the smooth sands when the de

clining sun throws them in the shadow of the

trees, the playa of Granada presents a scene of

gaycty and life which, for its hearty abandon

and picturesque effect, can not be surpassed in

any part of the world.

Leaving the shore, the traveler ascends a

gentle slope, by a series of artificial terraces, to

the level of the city. First he encounters strag

gling huts, some built of canes and covered with

thatch, and others plastered with mud, white

washed, and roofed with tiles. A clump of

fruit-trees, generallyjocotes, or wild plums, over

shadows each, and within doors may be seen

women spinning cotton with a little foot-wheel,

or engaged in grinding corn for tortillas. On al

most every house are one or two parrot3 scream

ing at each other, or at some awkward macaw

waddling along the crest of the roof, while all

around, pigs, dogs, chickens, and naked chil

dren mingle on terms of perfect equality.

Beyond these huts commences the city proper.

The buildings are mostly of sun-dried bricks,

or adobes, raised on foundations of cut stone,

and surmounted by projecting roofs of tiles.

The windows are, for the most part, balconied,

and protected on the outside by ornamented

iron gratings, and on the inside by gayly- col

ored shutters. They are all low, seldom ex

ceeding one story in height, and built around

quadrangular areas, entered by heavy, orna

mented zagwms, or archways, throngh which are

caught glimpses of orange-trees and beds of

flowers with which female taste ornaments the

court-yards. The foot-walks are elevated one

or two feet above the street, and are barely wide

enough to admit one person to pass at a time.

The streets toward the centre of the town, or

plaza, are paved as in our own cities, with this

difference, that instead of a convex, they pre

sent a concave surface, and form the gutter in

the centre of the street.

Granada, like all other Spanish towns, has

an appearance of meanness to one accustomed

to European architecture. But he soon comes

to comprehend the perfect adaptation of the

buildings to the conditions of the country, where

security from earthquakes and protection from

heats and rains are the prime requisites to be

consulted in their erection. As the windows

are never glazed, and the apartments seldom

ceiled, they are always well ventilated, while

the thick adobe walls successfully resist the

heating rays of the sun.

Granada was founded by Hernandez de Cor

dova in 1552, and is, consequently, one-of the

oldest cities of the continent. The country

around it, in the language of the pious Las

Casas, "was one of the best peopled in all

America," and was rich in agricultural products,

among which the cacao, or chocolate-nut, hod

the most value, and soon came to constitute an

important article of export. In later times, the

facilities which it possessed for communication

with both the Atlantic and Pacific made it the

centre of a large commerce. It carried on a

direct trade with Guatemala, Honduras, and

San Salvador, as also with Peru, Panama, Cor-

thagena, and Spain. The old English friar

Gage tells us that, at the time of his visit in the

year 1G65, "there entered the city in a single

day not less than eighteen hundred mules from

Son Salvador and Honduras alone, laden with

indigo, cochineal, and hides. And in two days

thereafter," he adds, "came in nine hundred

more mules, one-third of which were laden with

silver, which was the king's tribute."

Fillibustcrs were as abundant in those days

as now—less noisy, but more daring ; and often,

observes the quaint old chronicler, "did make

the merchants to tremble and to sweat with a

cold sweat." They did not content themselves

with cruising around the mouth of " El Dcsa-

gadero," or river San Juan, and capturing the

vessels which were sent from Granada, but had

the audacity, in lf>86, to land and capture the

city itself. That rare old rascal Do Lussan,

who was of the party, has left us an unctuous

account of the adventure, which "upon our

side," he says, " cost but four killed and eight

wounded, which was, in truth, very cheap!"

But the pirates got hut little booty ; for the in

habitants had embarked their treasures and re

tired to the islands of the lake, whither the pi

rates, having no boats, were unable to follow

them. So they " set fire to the houses out of

mere spite and revenge," and retired. De Lus

san describes the town at that time as large and

spacious, with "stately churches and houses

well built enough, besides several religious es

tablishments both for men and women."

Granada, although its trade has greatly fallen

off from the opening of other ports in the vari

ous Central American states, has nevertheless

continued to be the principal commercial town

in Nicaragua. Up to the time of our visit it

had suffered far less from violence than its rival

Leon, the political capital of the province under

the crown, and of the state under the Republic.

And while the last-named city had been several

times nearly ruined by protracted sieges, during

one of which not less than eighteen hundred

houses were burned in a single night, Granada

had escaped without any serious blow to its

prosperity. But in a fatal hour some of its

leading citizens became ambitious of political

and military power and distinction, and suc

ceeded in placing one of their number, Don

Fruto Chomorro, a man of narrow intellect, but

great pertinacity of purpose and obstinacy of
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character, in the chair of Director of the State.

The means by which this was effected were

somewhat equivocal, and probably would not

bear close scrutiny. They occasioned great dis

content among the people, which was increased

by the reactionary policy of the new Director.

One of his first acts was the abrogation of the

Constitution of the State and the substitution

of another, which conferred little less than dic

tatorial powers upon the Executive. For op

posing this in the constituent Assembly, and

upon the pretext that they were conspiring for

his overthrow, Chamorro suddenly banished

most of the leaders of the Liberal party from

the State, and arbitrarily imprisoned the re

mainder.

These acts precipitated, if indeed they did

uot bring about, the precise result which they

were intended to prevent. In the spring of

1851, a few months after their expulsion, the

persecuted Liberals suddenly returned to the

State, and were received with enthusiasm by

the people, who at once rose in arms against

the new Dictator. He was defeated at every

point, and finally compelled to shut himself up

in Granada, where, supported by the merchants

and the sailors of the lake, he maintained a

siege from May, 1854, until the month of March

of the present year, when the besieging forces

retired. But before he could avail himself of

his improved position he sickened and died;

and although his partisans are still in arms, it

is supposed that they can not long sustain them

selves against the undoubted public opinion of

the State. Be that as it may, it is certain that

the siege has left a great part of Granada in

rnins, and inflicted a blow upon its prosperity

from which it will be unable to recover for

many years.

The population of Granada is estimated at

from 12,000 to 15,000 souls, including the sub

urb and separate municipality of Jalteva. It

has seven churches, an hospital, and nominally a

university. It had anciently two or three con

vents, but these were all suppressed at the time

of the revolution in 1823, nor has any attempt

since been made to revive them. The edifices

which they occupied have either fallen into

ruins, or been dedicated to other purposes.

I have said that the position of Granada is

well chosen. Upon the south, at the distance

of a few miles, rises the volcano of Mombacho,

with its ragged crater, while on the west, undu

lating plains and low ridges of land intervene

between the town and the Pacific ocean. To

ward the north are only broad, alluvial, and

densely wooded plains, possessing a soil rich

and well adapted to the cultivation of rice,

sugar, cotton, and cacao. But from no point

of the surrounding country can the traveler ob

tain a satisfactory view of the city. Its low

houses are so overshadowed by the trees which

grow in the court-yards, and hem in the city on

every side, that little can be seen except long

lines of monotonous, red-tiled roofs, and the

towers of the churches. The accompanying

view, taken from the west, conveys a very good

idea of the suburbs, where the houses are strag

gling and comparatively mean. It has been

selected, chiefly for the purpose of showing a

deep ravine, which seems to be a chasm rent

originally by an earthquake, and subsequently

deepened by the action of water. It extends

around the city on three sides, and constitutes a

natural defense of no insignificant importance.

It is from sixty to one hundred feet deep, with

absolutely precipitous sides, and can only be

passed at two or three points, where lateral

inclined planes have been artificially cut from

the top to the bottom on one side, and the bot

tom to the top on the other. This singular

feature had probably something to do in de

termining the site of the ancient Indian town.

The great lake of Nicaragua was called Cod-

boeca by the aborigines. It is undoubtedly the

most remarkable natural feature of the country,

and, apart from its beauty, has been invested

with singular interest from the supposed facili

ties which it holds out for the opening of a ship-

canal between the two great oceans. Modern

investigations have dispelled many of the illu

sions which have existed in reference to that

project, and shown that the difficulties in tho

way of its realization have hitherto been but

very imperfectly comprehended. They have

shown that the river San Juan can never be

made navigable for ships, and that the great

difficulty in the way of the proposed work is

not, as had been previously supposed, between

the lake and the Pacific, but between the At

lantic and the lake—a distance of 128 miles,

for 100 miles of which it would be necessary

to dig a canal, through a country unhealthy

and in the highest degree unfavorable to the

prosecution of this work. It has also been

found that, while such a canal would greatly

facilitate the commerce of the United States, by

shortening the passage of ships to the western

coasts of America, to the Sandwich Islands, and

the East Indies, yet that, so far as Europe is

concerned, the aggregate saving over the route

by way of Cape Good Hope would be incon

siderable, and in no degree equal in value to

the tolls which the canal would require, in

order to keep it open and in repair. The voy

age from England to Canton would be 200

miles longer by way of the proposed canal than

it now is by way of Cape Good Hope ; to Cal

cutta it would be 3900 miles longer, and to

Singapore 2300 miles ! Under such a state of

facts, it is folly to suppose that the enterprise

will ever receive the commercial or political

support of the powers of Europe, who are al

ready too much embarrassed by American mari

time competition, to lend their aid in reversing

the favorable physical superiority which they

now possess over the United States in the trade

with the East.

Lake Nicaragua has a length of not far from

one hundred and twenty miles, and is about

forty-five or fifty miles in average width. It is

deep, except toward its northern shore, where
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there are extensive shallows, and is supplied by

numerous streams, chiefly from the high dis

trict of Chontales. An e.itero or estuary, called

the " Estcro de Panatoza," and a small stream,

Rio Zipitapn, connect it with the superior lake

of Managua. It nbounds in fish, and is infested

also with a species of sharks, called " iigrones"

by the natives, from their ferocity. They some

times attack men with fatal results. There is

a kind of ebb and flow in the waters of the lake,

which led the early explorers to think that it

was an estuary or bay of the sen. The phe

nomenon, however, is of easy explanation: As

I have said, the prevailing wind in Nicaragua is

the northeast trade, which here sweeps entirely

across the continent. It is strongest at noon

and evening, when it drives the waters, piling

them up, as it were, on the western shore of the

lake; it subsides toward morning, when the

equilibrium is restored, and an ebb follows.

The regularity with which this wind blows

gives a corresponding regularity to the ebb and

flow of the lake. Sometimes when it blows

continuously, and with greater force than usual,

the low lands on the western shores are flooded ;

but this is of rare occurrence.

Granada, during our brief stay, w-as in deep

excitement. It had been the scene of an oc

currence familiar enough at home, but novel

and unprecedented here—viz., a forgery 1 Sub

sequently to the opening of the Transit, it bad

become customary for the merchants to make

remittances to their correspondents abroad, in

bills drawn by the agents of the Transit Com

pany, thus saving the risk and trouble of remit

ting coin. Some practiced hand, possibly from

New York or San Francisco, a modest gentle

man, plainly dressed in black and wearing

glasses, one day introduced himself to a leading

merchant, and presented a draft for $10,000,

which he wished to dispose of for gold and

silver. His necessities were urgent, and he

was not indisposed to consent to a trifling

"shave." The unsophisticated commera'ante,

nothing loth to be looked upon as a banker,

and furthermore not indifferent to making " a

nice thing," felt flattered, and straightway, from

his own means and those of his friends, raised

the requisite amount—a strange collection of

vagabond silver, Spanish rials, English six

pences, French francs, and Yankee dimes.

The paper was duly endorsed over, and the

silver given in return. That night a cart was

heard to creak its way down to theplaya, where

its freight was quickly transferred to a "low,

dark, and suspicious schooner," which long be

fore daybreak was out of sight of Grannda. A

few days elapsed before the truth came out.

The people could comprehend a robbery or

burglary, the forcing of a window or the shoot

ing of a traveler, but this quiet and genteel way

of effecting the same object, was a refinement

of civilization which dumbfounded all Granada.

People looked anxious, and talked in whispers

at the comers, and even the eyes of the watcr-

iarriers grew big with astonishment. Men for

got their prayers, and madly neglected their

siestas. The sentinels at the corners of the

Plaza forgot to challenge the passer-by, and the

officers of the garrison sat on the stejw of the

cuartel, with their cigars unlighted ! They all

seemed to be laboring under a vague notion

that they had been " done for,*' or were dream

ing, but were not at all clear which.

After a few days the stupor began to lift ;

some one suggested that the perpetrators should

be pursued, whereupon every body said, " Como

not"—("Why not?") and straightway saddled

their horses. But then somebody else asked in

what direction they should go? which inquiry

put even- thing back again, and they unsaddled

their horses. But finally, after the ''operators"

had had ample time to get well off, pursuit was

really commenced. It resulted in the capture

of an English physician resident in the country,

who had actually amputated a leg without kill

ing the pnticnt, and who therefore was regarded

as too shrewd and sharp to be honest. He was

kept in prison for several months, but as no evi

dence could be procured to convict him, he was

finally discharged. And thus ended Granada's

first lesson in the art and mystery of modern

financiering !

" Fue rona vwy cstra?ta."—("It was a very

strange affair.'') •

"And so it was, ami'jo; but you should live

in New York !"

The volcano of Mombacho, sometimes writ

ten in the old maps Bombaeho, has a broad base

and ragged summit. It measures about 4500

feet, or little less than one mile, in vertical

height. Very few of the natives have ever as

cended it, although nearly every one has some

story to tell of the marvelous lake which exists

nt its summit, and of the wonderful things which

the traveler encounters in reaching it. I had

great difficulty in persuading an ancient viari-

vcro, who had gone np, several years before,

with the Chevalier Friedrichthal, and spent sev

eral days with him at the top, to act as my

guide. The face of the volcano toward Grana

da is inaccessible, and we found it was neces

sary to go to the Indian town of Diriomo, situ

ated at the southwestern base of the mountain,

and take our departure thence.

We accordingly made our arrangements over

night, and early on the following morning,

while it was yet dark, mounted our mules and

started for Diriomo. We passed under the

walls of the Cum/io Santo, white and spectral

in the uncertain light, and struck at once into

a narrrow path in the forest. We could barely

distinguish the white mule of our guide, who

led the way, and had to trust to the sagncity of

our animals to follow the road. At intervals

the scraping of the drooping branches over the

glazed lint of onr guide, and his sharp " Cuidn-

do!"—("Take care !") warned us to bend to our

saddle-bows, to nvoid being dragged from our

scats. " Stoop and go safe, is a motto of sound

application in riding by night through a tropical

forest. After an hour or more of this precari-
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ous traveling, day began to break, and shortly

afterward we emerged from the woods into a

comparatively rough and broken country. The

slopes of the volcano are cut in deep ravines,

which furrow its sides, and radiate from its

base. These ravines are filled with trees,

bushes, and vines, while the ridges between

them are bare, supporting only long coarse

grass, now crisp and yellow from the protracted

heats. And as we rode on, we were one mo

ment immersed in dark thickets, only to emerge

the next on the narrow savannas of the ridges,

whence we could catch glimpses of the lake,

just reflecting the ruddy light which streamed

above the hills of Chontales. The morning

breeze breathed cool and grateful on our fore

heads, and filled our lungs with an exhilarating

freshness.

An hour more, and we had reached the base

of the high, conical hills of scoria, bare of

trees, but covered with grass, which form so

striking features in the

scenery back of Granada.

They arc of exceeding reg

ularity of shape, and seem

to have been formed of

ashes and scoria, ejected

from the volcano when in a

state of eruption, and car

ried here by the wind. They

are, in fact, the ash-heaps of

the volcanoes, and as they

are found in greater or less

numbers near every volca

no in the country, they form

infallible indications of the

direction of the prevailing

winds.

Aronnd these cones we

fonnd patches of cleared

lands, now overgrown with

rank weeds, which had been

anciently estates of maize and indigo. Be

yond these, the road enters a thick forest, and

winds over a high ridge of volcanic rocks and

lava, which extends off in the direction of

the volcano of Masaya. Midway to the sum

mit, sparkling like a diamond beneath the rocks,

is a copious spring of cool water, bearing a

musical Indian name which I have forgotten,

where we stopped to fill our canteens and rest

our mules. It is a lovely spot, arched over

with trees, which the nourishing waters keep

clothed in perennial green. It has been from

time immemorial a favorite resort of the In

dians, and the rocks around it have been worn

smooth by the tread of their myriad feet.

At the summit of the hill we came upon a

figure, carved in stone, planted firmly in the

ground, by the side of the path. It is of the

same character with the idols which I had dis

covered during my first visit to Nicaragua in the

islands of the lake, but is now used—so said our

guide—to mark the boundary between the lands

of the Indians of Diriomo and Jaltcva. Through

out all Central America the traveler encounters

piles of stones raised by the sides of the paths,

for ft similar purpose. With the Indians, as be

tween Lalian and Jacob, they certify to the cov

enant " that I will not pass over this heap to

thee, and thou shalt not pass over this heap and

this pillar unto me, for harm."

After ascending the ridge the ground be

came undulating, and we came frequently upon

patches of plantains, canes, and maize, which

looked fresh and luxuriant, as compared with

vegetation elsewhere. This is due to the vol

cano, which intervenes in the direction of the

trade-winds, and which intercepts the clonds

that they bear on their wings, and precipitates

them in showers under its lee. And thus, while

the country at large is suffering from drought,

this favored spot is cherished by the grateful

rain, and retains its verdure and its beauty.

It was scarcely nine o'clock when we reached

the large but straggling village of Diriomo. But

we did not stop there. Turning abruptly to tb<-
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left, we rode rapidly through a broad and well-

beaten path, to the cacao hacienda of the fam

ily of Bermndcz. It is a retired and lovely spot,

commanding a fine view of the southern decliv

ity of Mombacho. A little lake in the fore

ground, and clumps of trees, interspersed with

patches of dark lava, and occasional fields of

reddish scoria, filled up the middle space of a

picture of novel and surpassing beauty, in which

the volcano rose grandly in the distance.

Leaving the mules in charge of the mozns of

the hacienda, we lost no time in prosecuting

our expedition. Our path for two hours wound

through a very broken country. At times wr

straggled over beds of crinkling lava, already hot

under the blaze of the sun, and then plunged in

thickets of dwarfed trees, to emerge, perhaps,

upon an arid slope of cinders and scoria, sup

porting only the dry spikes of the magwy or

agave, and clusters of the spiny cactus.

Finally, we began the ascent of the mount

ain proper. Upon this side the walls of the

crater are broken down, exposing a fearfully-

rugged orifice, in the form of an inverted cone.
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walled up with black and forbidding rocks, which

seemed to frown angrily upon our approach.

The summit now looked twice as high as it had

done before, and we strained our eyes in vain

to discover the semblance of a path among the

jagged masses of lava and volcanic stones piled

in wild disorder on every hand. Two of our

party, appalled by the difficulties which pre

sented themselves, decided to forego the pleas-

are of witnessing a sunrise from the summit,

and the prospect of broken necks or shattered

limbs in reaching it, for a quiet night in a com

fortable hammock at the hacienda. So we

drained their canteens for them, under the

shadow of a large rock, and separated.

From this point our ascent was simply a fa

tiguing scramble. Now clinging to rough an

gular rocks, auon grasping at the roots and

branches of gnarled and scraggy trees, or pain

fully struggling over steep slopes of ashes and

volcanic sand, which yielded beneath the feet,

we toiled slowly up the mountain, the summit

of which seemed to lift itself higher and higher

in the air, while the clouds rushed past it with

dizzy velocity. The sun, too, shone down upon

the arid declivities with fervent heat, and the

radiations from the blistered rocks fairly seared

our eyes and blinded our sight. At the end of

two hours we had gone up so far as scarcely to

lie able to distinguish our friends below us, and

vet, as we gazed upward, it was impossible to

discover that we had made any perceptible pro

gress in our ascent.

Still we kept on, and on, tearing our hands

:md bruising our limbs, in our eagerness to

reach the summit before the setting of the sun.

At three o'clock we were brought to a stand-still

by the sudden fainting of Sefior Z , a young

gentleman of Granada, who had volunteered to

accompany us. Fortunately I saw him stag

ger, and was able to catch him in my arms be

fore he had lost all consciousness. A moment

later he would have fallen among the rocks,

and inevitably have been killed. He soon

recovered from the attack, and, after resting

a while, attempted to proceed. But his efforts

were feeble, and another recurrence of faint-

ness, and indications of a suffusion of the brain,

rendering it evident that he could neither go on

nor return that afternoon. There was but one

alternative left, and that was to encamp where

we were for the night. But he would not listen

to the proposition, and insisted on being left

with the guide until our return. So we led

him to a cleft in the rocks, where he was shel

tered from the sun, and, supplying him with

water and food, bade him farewell, and contin

ued oar ascent.

The lead, now that we had lost our guide,

devolved upon me. It was a position of some

responsibility, for the mountain was here rent in

numerous deep rifts or chasms, some of which

were hundreds of feet deep, and it was difficult

to select a course which should avoid them, and

yet conduct us toward the top of the mountain.

Besides, we had now reached the region of

clouds, which often obscured the summit, and

enveloped us in their dark and damp, but re

freshing folds. While they were passing we

could not move, for a single incautious step

might now be fatal.

I had directed my course toward a high am -gular peak, which, to us, seemed to be the high

est part of the mountain. But when, after pro-

digious toil, we had attained it, I found that it

was only one of the broken lips of the crater.

and that the true bulk of the mountain lay far

to the left, separated from the point on which

we stood by a deep cleft, which could only be

passed by descending the rocks again for the

distance of nearly a thousand feet. This was

a severe disappointment in some respects, yet

we felt glad that we were not obliged to pass

the night there. Before retracing our steps, I

crawled cautiously to the very edge of the rock.

It overhung the ancient crater, which yawned

like a hell beneath. I recoiled with a shudder ;

but not until I had observed, at the very bottom

of the rocky gulf, a little lake of water, which

gleamed brightly in its rough setting.

After regaining the body of the volcano, we

came upon a comparatively smooth slope, sup

porting a few bushes and a little hardy grove ;

and, just before sunset, after passing several

small craters or ancient vents, succeeded iu at

taining the summit of the mountain.

I had abstained from looking around me

while ascending, anxious to witness the glori

ous prospect, which, I knew, must open upon

my vision there, in all of its vastness and beau

ty. Worn, weary, bruised and bleeding, yet

that one sublime view compensated for all !

Language can faintly picture it. The great

Pacilic, all golden under the setting sun, spread

away boundlessly in the west ; and Lake Nicar

agua, its glowing waters studded with islands,

lay motionless at our feet. Beyond it rose the

umber-tinted hills of Chontales, and still be

yond these, rank on rank, the high, blue ranges

of the silver-veined Cordilleras of Honduras!

I turned to the southward, and there, piercing

the clear air with their lofty cones, towered the

graceful peaks of Ometcpec and Madeira. And

yet beyond these, rose the volcano of Orosi,

with its dark banner of smoke trailing away,

league on league, along the horizon, and trac

ing an ebon belt across the gigantic bulk of

cloud-crowned Cartago, proudly dominating

over both great oceans ! To the northward the

view was equally varied and extensive. There,

cradled among hills of eternal green, spread

out the large and beautiful Lake of Managua.

At its further extremity loomed the high volca

no of Momotombo, watching, like some gigantic

warder, over the slumbering waters. And more

distant still, terminating the dim perspective,

were the receding peaks which bristle around

the plain of Leon. And, apparently at our feet,

although ten miles distant from the base of the

mountain, stood the brood, low volcano of Ma-

saya, in the midst of a wide expanse of lava

fields, which, rugged and black, strongly con
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VIEW OF CRATER.

trusted with the adjacent forests and cultivated

grounds. The white churches of Granada and

of the surrounding villages appeared like points

of silver in the slant rays of the sun. Rarely,

indeed, has the eye of mortal looked upon a

fairer scene !

Bnt as we gazed with unwearying delight

the sun declined, and broad purple shadows

crept over lake and plain, while every peak and

mountain shone with increased brightness, like

fairy islands in some enchanted sea. Soon the

shadows began to invade their slopes, mounting

higher and higher, and wrapping them, one by

one, in their cool embrace. At last, only the

topmost crests of Ometepcc and Madeira were

left, and around them the sun's rays dallied, as

a lover dwells upon the lips of his mistress, in

fond and lingering adieus.

The glow and the glory passed; and the

stately nijdit in her glittering robe came on, in

calm and majestic beauty. And then, face to

face with the stars, we wrapped our blankets

around us, and lay down upon the bare earth.

The silence was profound, and almost painful,

and deepened rather than disturbed by the sub

dued and distant, but distinct pulsations of the

great Pacific. Suddenly we heard the bells of

Granada chiming the passing hour. The sound

was almost startling from its apparent nearness,

yet softened and harmonized in the rarified at

mosphere, so as to resemble the swelling notes

of the ^Eolian harp when struck by a sudden

breeze.

The early part of the night wns delicionsly

cool, but toward morning we were all awaken

ed by a cold mist, which settled upon the top
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CKATKli LAKE.

(if the mountain, covering the rocks with big

drops of moisture, and which was not dispelled

until long after the sun had risen above the

horizon.* We thus lost the principal object of

our visit, but consoled ourselves with the reflec

tion that our imaginations could picture no

thing more glorious than the sunset of the pre

ceding evening, It was past ten o'clock before

we were able to extend our vision beyond the

little circle within which we stood, or advance

toward the eastern declivity of the mountain,

where an abrupt depression, and the cries of

birds, seemed to indicate that we should find the

lake of which we hod heard so much. We were

not disappointed, for we came suddenly upon

the edge of one of the subordinate ancient cra

ters, or lava rents of the volcano. It was not

so deep as the others we had seen, and its gen

tly converging sides were covered evenly with

grass. It was, to borrow a homely compari

son, a beautiful saucer-shaped depression, some

thing more than a quarter of a mile broad, and

about two hundred feet deep. At the bottom

-lumbered a small lake, fringed round with

trees and bushes, loaded with vines, which

drooped over the water in luxuriant masses.

Among the trees were a few coijol palms, dwarf

ed, but otherwise flourishing. But most re

markable of all, growing between some loose

rocks, and partly shadowed over by other trees,

were several tree-ferns—the first we had seen in

Nicaragua I never met with them elsewhere in

Central America, except in the great barranca

of Guaramal in Sun Salvador. Their tender

leaves seemed translucent in the rays of the

sun, and as ethereal and delicate as the tracery

of the frost on our Northern window-panes.

Among the trees, and occasionally glancing out

and in, were hundreds of noisy paraquets. As

we advanced, a troop of Indian conies, a species

of hare common to the tropics, suddenly lifted

themselves on their hind legs above the grass,

looked at us in evident amazement for an in

stant, and then scampered off for the covert.

I fired at them fruitlessly with my revolver.

The effect of the discharge was marvelous. A

cloud of paraquets rose above the trees, and

darted in wild confusion around the ancient

crater. A couple of ravens, which we had not

seen before, also rose and circled over the pool,

• At dawn tlie thermometer marked CS° Fahrenheit,

white at ttrumida, at the Mine hour, it stood at 7'.'°, a dif-

AjtuOM of 14°.

uttering their harsh, discordant croaks, and a

numberof toucans fluttered heavily from one tree

top to another. In fact, all that there was of lift;

in that secluded spot seemed to have been fright

ened into wild activity. We were ourselves a

little startled by the sudden rustle of wings.

But soon the tumult subsided, and the

frightened birds again entered their leafy cov

erts, whence they watched us in silence. "We

endeavored to penetrate the thicket around the

little lake, but it was so matted together with

vines, and the soil withal was so marshy, that

we gave up the attempt, and contented ourselves

with making a cup of grateful coffee beneath

the shadow of an overhanging tree. By baro

metrical measurement I found this mountain

lake to be 44->0 feet above the level of the sea.

About noon, after taking a final survey from

the summit of Mombacho, we commenced our

descent. This was more rapid and less fatigu

ing than our ascent, but more dangerous. We

were far more alarmed in getting down some

of the rocky and almost perpendicular declivi

ties than we had been in surmounting them.

Once or twice, indeed, we could scarcely per

suade ourselves that we were returning by the

same path we had ascended. Nevertheless,

without any greater mishap than the usual one

attendant on such adventures, of breaking our

barometer, at two o'clock we reached the place

where we had left our exhausted companion.

To 'our surprise and momentary alarm he was

gone. But after a little search we found a

scrap of paper beneath a little pile of stones,

informing us that his night's rest had restored

him, and that he had availed himself of the

freshness of the morning to return. Thankful

that we were not to be embarrassed by a sick

man, we continued our descent, and at sunset

were seated to a cup of fragrant chocolate be

neath the hospitable corridor of Bermudcz.

We passed the evening in recounting the

wonders of the mountain to a bevy of nttentivc

Scfioritas, who opened wide their big lustrous

eyes, and ejaculated mini! nt every pause in

the narrative. All but the dreamy Dolores,

who fabricated ayaritos with her tapered fin

gers, and spoke not at all, except through

glances, so earnest, that the speaker faltered in

his recital, and forgot his story when they met

his gaze ! As thou valuest thy peace of mind,

oh, stranger! beware of the dreamy Dolores!

(TO U£ CONTLNVED.)
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with a degree of indifference, not to say brutal

ity, which is really shocking, and which I did

not permit myself to witness a second time.

Although the masses of the people still cher

ish something of their original bigotry, it is fast

giving way to more liberal sentiments, and no

objection is made to foreigners on the score of

religion, so long as they preserve a decent re

spect for the ceremonies of the Church, and do

not outrage the prejudices of education and cus

tom, which are not more numerous nor stronger

than with us, although they have a somewhat

different direction.

Many objects of antiquity have been found

around Leon; and occasionally, in digging wells

and making other excavations, the workmen

come upon deposits of earthenware, and piles

of little terra-cotta idols, which seem to have

been hurriedly buried to protect them from the

fanatical zeal of the conquerors. The accom

panying figures present a front and side view

of one of these relics, found near the Indian

pueblo of Lelica, distant about two leagues from

Leon. It is here represented of one-third of its
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natural size. The material is a fine well-tem

pered clay, burned, and afterward painted with

enduring colors. At the same place were also

found other interesting articles, of which draw

ings are given in the next column. One of these

is a kind of vase, representing a man with his

body so adjusted as to constitute the body of the

vase, which is supported by the arms and legs.

As the artists say, the conceit has been well man

aged. This vase is elaborately painted in red,

yellow, and black.

Once a year the people of Nicaragua have a

kind of carnival, the " Paseo al Mar," or annual

 

 

TEERA-COTTAS.

visit to the Pacific. The fashionables of onr

cities flock to Newport or "the Springs," but

those of Leon go to the sea ; and although the

" Paseo" is a very different thing from a season

at the Springs, yet it is equally an institution

for the encouragement of flirtation and general

and special love-making—in short, it is the fes

tival of St. Cupid, whose devotees, the world

over, are more numerous and earnest than those

of any other saint in the calendar. The "Paseo"

comes off during the last full moon of March :

but the arrangements for it are all made before

hand. At that time a general movement of

carts and servants takes place in the direction

of the sea, and the Government dispatches an

officer and guard to superintend the pitching of

the annual camp upon the beach, or rather upon

the forest-covered sand-ridge which constitutes

the shore. Each family, instead of securing

rooms at the " Ocean House," or the " United

States," or a cottage on the " Drive," builds a

temporary cane hut, lightly thatched with palm-

leaves, and floored with petates or mats. The

whole is wickered together with vines, or wov

en together basket-wise, and partitioned in the

same way, or by means of curtains of cotton

cloth. This constitutes the penetralia, and is

sacred to the " be/h-sexo" and the babies. The

more fanciful ladies bring down richly-curtained

beds, and make no mean show of elegance in

their impromptu dwellings. Outside is a kind

of broad, open shed, which bears a distant re

lation to the corridor. Here hammocks are

swung, hero the families dine, the ladies receive

their visitors, and the masculines sleep.

The establishments here described pertain on

ly to the wealthier visitors, the representatives

of the upper classes. There is every interme

diate variety of accommodation, down to that of

the mozo and his wife, who spread their blank

ets at the foot of a tree and weave a little bow

er of branches overhead—an affair of perhaps

ten minutes. And there are others yet who dis
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dain even this exertion,

and nestle in the loose

dry sand.

And here, between

bathing and dancing

on the hard beach by

moonlight, smoking,

flirting, horse-racing,

eating, drinking, and

sleeping, the days of

the "Pasco" roll by,

and the careless crowd,

drinking in the cool sea-

breeze and the cheerful

moonlight, give them

selves np with unre

strained freedom to en

joyment and frolic.

Unfortunately, we

were too late for the

"Paseo," but we nev

ertheless rode down to

the sea, and through the deserted encampment.

Buzzards were now the only inhabitants, and

stalked about sullenly among the silent huts.

The sound of the sea seemed mournful, from

sympathy, and its shore looked lonely. We

turned our horses' heads, and were glad to get

away from a scene of influences so sober and so

sad.

At Leon our party divided ; one detachment

taking the direction of the mountain district of

Segovia, while the main division, with myself,

started for the Great Bay of Fonseca, to cross

the continent from thence, northwardly, through

the magnificent, but almost wholly unknown,

State of Honduras. We first directed our course

to the large town of Chinandaga, eight leagues

from Leon, on the road to the well-known port

of Realejo. The town of Chinandaga covers a

very large area, regularly laid out in "cvadras,"

 

snoBZ or the pacific.

or squares, which arc again subdivided into what

can best be described as gardens, each one em

bowering a dwelling of some kind, generally

built of canes, and thatched, but often of adobes,

neatly roofed with tiles. The central, or busi

ness part of the town, in the vicinity of the great

plaza, is compact and as well built as any part

of Leon or Granada. Yet it is scarcely twenty

years since there was but a single tile-roofed

house in the town. Altogether, Chinandaga

has an air of thrift and enterprise which is not

seen elsewhere in Nicaragua.

Realejo is about two leagues from Chinan

daga ; but the merchants who conduct the busi

ness of the port chiefly reside in the latter town.

It is a small town, situated on the banks of a

tide-water stream, full four miles from the har

bor proper, and can only be reached by the or

dinary bongos, or lighters, at high water. The
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LANDING AT BEALEJO.

town was originally built nearer the anchorage,

but it was removed in consequence of its ex

posure to the attacks Of the pirates, who for

merly infested these coasts. The population of

Realejo is only about a thousand, who find em

ployment in loading and unloading vessels, and

supplying them with provisions.

As a port, Realejo is one of the best on the

whole Pacific coast of America. It has two en

trances, one on each side of the high island of

Cardon, which*protects it from the swell of the

Pacific. Inside there is a noble basin of water,

nowhere less than four fathoms deep, where it

is said " two hundred vessels of the line might

lie, at all times, in perfect security." The view

of the harbor and interior country, with its high

volcanic landmarks, from the island of Cardon,

is alike grand and beautiful.

Sefior Montealegre, our excellent host, had

previously arranged a boat for us at a place

called "Puerto de Zempisquc," on the Estero

Real, or Great Estuary, which extends into Ni

caragua from the Gulf of Fonseca. So we left

his hospitable roof early on the morning of the

3d of April, 1853, for the " Puerto." The dis

tance is seven leagues ; the first three leading

through an open and well-cultivated country.

These passed, we struck into a gigantic forest,

filled with cedar, ceiba, and mahogany trees,

among which the road wound with labyrinthine

intricacy. This forest is partly under the lee of

the great volcano of " El Viejo"— The Old One,

where showers fall for nearly the whole of the

year, and are the cause of its great luxuriance.

Here we overtook our patron and his men,

inarching in Indian file, each with a little bag

of netting, containing some cheese, plantains

and tortillas, for the voyage, thrown over one

shoulder, a blanket over the other, and carrying

the inseparable machete, resting in the hollow of

the left arm.

Within a mile or two of Zcmpisque the ground

rises, and the road passes over a broad ridge of

lava, which, ages ago, descended from the vol

cano of El Viejo. It is partially covered with

a dry, arid soil, which supports a few coyal

palms, some stems of the Agave A mcricana, and

a variety of cacti, which contrive to flourish

where no other plants can grow.

From the summit of this ridge the traveler

gets his first view of the broad alluvions border

ing the Gulf of Fonseca. They are covered

with an unbroken forest, and the eye, wearied

witli the vastness of the prospect, traverses a

motionless ocean of verdure, tree tops on tree

tops, for leagues on leagues, in apparently un

ending succession.
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Descending the ridge by an abrupt path, we

soon found ourselves at " EI Puerto de Zem-

pisque." Although dignified with the title of

port, it consists of only a single ranch, or thatch

ed shed, open on three sides, and inhabited by

an exceedingly ill-looking Mestizo, an old crone,

and an Indian girl, naked to the waist, whose

occupation extended to fetching water and grind

ing maize for tortillas.

There is a fine spring of water at the base of

a hill near by, and around it were some groups

of sailors cooking their breakfast. The ground

back of the hut is elevated and dry ; but immedi

ately in front commence the mangrove swamps.

Here, too, scooped in the mud, is a small, shal

low basin, and extending from it into the depths

of the swamp a narrow canal, connecting with

the Estero Real. The tide was out, and the

slimy bottom of both basin and canal, in which

some ugly bongos were lying, was exposed and

festering in the sun. Altogether, it was a for

bidding place, suggestive of agues and mosqui

toes; and we were never more happy than when

our men arrived, and the rising tide enabled us

to embark and push away from " El Puerto de

Zcmpisque." As the hut disappeared between

the mangroves, we took off our hats and bade

the soil of Nicaragua adien—perhaps forever!

HINTS FOR COUNTRY HOUSE BUILDERS.BY CALVERT VAUX.

IN a country like this, where the printing-press

accompanies each stride that is made into

new localities, and where almost every step is

marked by a building of some sort, it seems in

consistent that there should be but little popular

literature on architectural matters. And yet

such is, undoubtedly, the fact. Americans are

always reading and incessantly building; but

the one habit has scarcely so much influence on

the other as might naturally be expected, when

we consider the practical character and univers

ally recurring interest of the subject. It has

not, certainly, till within the last few years, been

an easy matter to place before the public the

necessary illustrations in a form that would be

available ; and as mere verbal descriptions of

plans or designs are seldom thoroughly intelli

gible, this difficulty has probably retarded the

diffusion of popular architectural information.

Now, however, with the present rapid develop

ment and general appreciation of the art of

wood-engraving in the United States, this hin

drance no longer exists, and a fair field is open

for the free communication of ideas among

American architects, and for the profitable in

terchange of hints and suggestions.

The study of what has been done by other na

tions, though useful as a help, will never, by itself,

lead to decided results in America, where the in

stitutions, the needs of the climate, and the hab

its of the people have a distinctive character that

requires special consideration. Thus the Greek

mode, though completely beautiful when con

templated from a proper point of view, hag for

its leading characteristic a passionless repose I

that is not heartily sympathized with either by

the American atmosphere or the spirit of this

locomotive age , and, consequently, no archi

tectural effort imitated from the Greek can help

being, to a great extent, a mere lifeless parody.

The failure is generally very conspicuous, but,

even in the least unsatisfactory instances, some

absurd inconsistency is sure to assert itself.

Common sense will insist on chimneys and ve

randas, and the pure classic outline in due course

suffers grievous mutilation, being thus punished

for its intrusion into a locality where it had no

business to be -attempted.

Styles like the Chinese or Moorish assist us

but little, though each exhibits isolated features

that deserve careful examination. The Moor

ish, for example, shows what magical effects

may be produced by light recessed arcades,

and gives some good suggestions for verandas.

The Chinese, again, with its trellises and bal

conies, is interesting in detail ; but neither of

these phases of architectural taste are of com

prehensive value. They are very deficient in com

pactness and completeness ofplan, and in artistic

design they depend too much for their effect on

delicate and elaborate ornamentation. Such

decorations as paneling, carving, painting, and

gilding may be readily enough obtained where

a clever, industrious, efficient pair of hands can

be hired for a few spoonfuls of rice per day ;

but not so easily in a country where every one

is as good as his neighbor, " and better," and

where ordinary mechanics ask and get two or

three dollars for a day's work.

The free Italian and the later modifications

of the Gothic are the most useful types to ana

lyze ; but the flat terrace roofs of the first have

to be avoided on account of the snow, and the

latter has to be adapted to the use of verandas

before it can be acceptable. Nor is this all.

There is in this country a perpetual necessity

for compactness of plan, however large the house

may be ; because, as it is invariably difficult to

get efficient servants, it is desirable to save labor

in every possible way. In this particular, nei

ther the Italian nor the Gothic examples help

us materially. They delight too much in halls

and passages, long corridors and wide vestibules,

galleries and staircases. This sort of rambling

arrangement does not answer here ; the diffi

culties of heating and service render a closer

attention to concentration desirable. Never

theless, a sufficient privacy and a freedom from

any appearance of meanness is the right of ev

ery house, however small its scale.

The English country houses and cottages have

undoubted claims to our best consideration ; but

it is from an examination, by means of illustra

tions, of what is going on at home, called forth

by the actual needs of the people, more than

from a study of foreign examples, that the gen

eral taste for architectural comfort and beauty

in country houses is likely to improve. Any

genuine step in advance will be responded to at

once by the sympathetic perceptive faculties of

individuals who may notice it, and the result,




